
Hi everyone. Here is a little bit of information on reducing your data usage: 

1) Currently the cheapest data bundle we know of is through Vodacom. You need at least R19 credit, then you 

dial *123*4# - then you can buy 1GB for R19 for a week. This is anytime data. To my memory, everyone at VG 

was given a complimentary SIM card from Vodacom. 

2) Given that a taxi return trip to school was 12+12 = R24, for 5 days a week, parents are not spending R120 per 

week on transport at the moment. I'm hoping that students will use this as leverage in arguing for data budget 

with parents where appropriate. 

3) Many students do not realise how to use less data. Here is a list in ascending order of data usage: 

1. text messages (including text email) 

2. digital file attachment, e.g. Word or Excel  

3. monochrome (black and white) images/photos 

4. low resolution images/photos 

5. short audio (< 120 seconds) 

6. high resolution images/photos 

7. longer audio 

8. low resolution video 

9. audio conferencing 

10. high resolution video & video conferencing 

4) When sending work back by photographing it and then emailing an attachment:  

- please take the photo from directly above, not at your usual position at the bottom of the page, so that the top 

and bottom of the page are the same width and so that the page is evenly in focus. 

- Trim the photo so that the work you've done fills the image. Wasted space around the border is wasted data. 

- Please adjust the image so that it is the right way up! Do not email images which are sideways or upside-down. 

- Your page should be brightly lit or you must use the flash. Pictures taken in a dark room are not easily 

readable. Check your photo before sending it! (can you read it?) 

5) If you know how to take pictures at a lower resolution, then do so. There is no need to send a high resolution 

image of a page of work. A 1MB photo can convey the same work information to a teacher as a 5MB photo, but 

it costs only 20% of the data to send. 

6) If you have a photo editing app, then change the type of picture to black and white (or even grayscale). This 

has an exponential effect on reducing the attachment file size. Colour pictures are the biggest, then grey, then 

black & white. 

7) When sending by email, please make sure that you click Reply to the right thread! In other words, if a teacher 

sends out 2 emails called "reading exercise" and "theory exercise", do not send back your theory paper by 

clicking reply to the reading email. Your email will get lost like this. If you are not sure, then please write a new 

email with your work attached. 

8) It's also worth saying that watching 4 or 5 music videos on YouTube will eat a few hundred MB... Students get 

data and then use it for lifestyle communication and recreation and then moan when it's gone as if a 1 MB 

worksheet was the problem... 

8) You are all brave and doing fine, just as your teachers are brave and doing their best too. This is going to be a 

strange time of all of our lives but you should be very proud of learning to manage in such conditions - this is 

how much of the work of the world takes place. Studying at home takes discipline and practice. It may not come 

easily at first but you all have the ability to master this and be brilliant! 


